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------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT----------------------------------------------------------------- 
Digital signature scheme is an important research topic in cryptography. An ordinary digital signature scheme allows a 
signer to create signatures of documents and the generated signatures can be verified by any person. A proxy signature 
scheme, a variation of ordinary digital signature scheme, enables a proxy signer to sign messages on behalf of the original 
signer. To be used in different applications, many proxy signatures schemes were proposed. Among them, Soe and Lee 
nominative Proxy Signature scheme, and Jianhong Zhang, Jianhong Zou, and Yumin Wang nominative Proxy Signature 
scheme for mobile communication. The authors of these schemes argued that their schemes satisfies the following security 
requirements: user anonymity, authentication and non-repudiation. However, in this paper, we show that their schemes do 
not satisfy the non-repudiation among their security requirements. And then we propose a new nominative proxy signature 
scheme that solves the weakness of their schemes. Unlike their schemes, the proposed scheme provides a non-repudiation 
property and moreover it is more secure than their schemes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Digital signature is one of the most important techniques in 
modern information security system for its functionality of 
providing data integrity and authentication. A normal 
signature holds self-authentication property, that is, the 
signature can be verified by anyone who gains access to the 
signature. So the normal signature is not suitable for the 
situation where the message signed is sensitive to the 
signature receiver. To solve this problem, S. Kim, S. Park 
and D. Won introduced a new type of signature, nominative 
signature [6, 8]. Unlike a normal signature, only the nominee 
can verify directly the nominator (signer)’s signature and if 
necessary, only the nominee can prove to the third party that 
the signature is issued to him/her and is valid. Nominative 
signature is valuable in many application situations. Take 
electronic commerce for instance. A company sells its digital 
products over Internet. When a customer purchases a digital 
product, the customer would like to have the company's 
guarantee of quality, which is usually the merchants 
signature. On the other hand, the company must prevent the 
customer from distributing the digital product to others.  
 A proxy signature scheme, a variation of ordinary digital 
signature scheme, allows an entity, called the designator or 

original signer, to delegate another entity, called a proxy 
signer, to sign messages on its behalf, in case of say, 
temporal absence, lack of time or computational power, etc. 
The delegated proxy signer can compute a proxy signature 
that can be verified by anyone with access to the original 
signers certified public key [16]. Proxy signatures have 
found numerous practical applications, particularly in 
distributed computing where delegation of rights is quite 
common. Examples discussed in the literature include 
distributed systems [17, 18], Grid computing [19], mobile 
agent applications [20, 21], distributed shared object 
systems [22], global distribution networks [23], and mobile 
communications [1]. The proxy signature primitive and the 
first efficient solution were introduced by Mambo, Usuda 
and Okamoto [7]. Since then proxy signature schemes have 
enjoyed a considerable amount of interest from the 
cryptographic research community. New security 
considerations and constructions have been proposed, old 
schemes have been broken, followed by more constructions 
(e.g., [1, 2, 3, 15, 16, 28]). Furthermore, many extensions of 
the basic proxy signature primitive have been considered. 
These include threshold proxy signatures [24, 25], blind 
proxy signatures [26], proxy signatures with warrant 
recovery [27], nominative proxy signatures [3], and one-time 
proxy signatures [20].  
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 The nominative proxy signature is a useful tool in mobile 
communication environment because it provides mobile 
users anonymity through the nominative signature and 
decreases the mobile users computational cost through the 
proxy signature. Recently, Park and Lee introduced the 
concept of nominative proxy signature, and proposed a 
digital nominative proxy signature for mobile 
communication [1]. In 2003, Seo and Lee claimed that the 
Park-Lee scheme is insecure and proposed a new digital 
nominative proxy signature for mobile communication (Soe-
Lee scheme) [3]. In 2005, Jianhong Zhang, Jianhong Zou, 
and Yumin Wang argued that Seo and Lee scheme is 
insecure and they proposed two modified nominative proxy 
signature schemes for mobile communication (Z-Wang 
scheme)  [13].  
 
In this paper, we first analyze Soe-Lee [3], and Z-Wang  
[13] nominative proxy signature Schemes,   then we show 
that these schemes do not satisfy the non-repudiation. Next a 
new nominative Proxy Signature scheme that provides the 
non-repudiation is proposed. It doesn't require a secure 
channel between the original signer and the proxy signer. 
 
    The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 
II, we briefly review some properties of the nominative 
proxy signature schemes. In Section III, we recall Soe-Lee’s 
nominative proxy signature scheme and gives its 
cryptanalysis. In section IV, we present Jianhong Zhang, 
Jianhong Zou, and Yumin Wang nominative proxy signature 
scheme and present its cryptanalysis. In Section V, we 
present the proposed nominative proxy signature scheme and 
analyze its security. Finally, section VI summarizes this 
paper.  

II. REVIEW ON NOMINATIVE PROXY SIGNATURE (NPS)  
The nominative proxy signature scheme(NPS) is a method in 
which the designated proxy signer generates the nominative 
signature and transmits it to a verifier, instead of the original 
signer. An original-nominative proxy signature scheme 
should satisfy the following requirements [6, 7]: 
 

1. Only the original signer can nominate the receiver 
(verifier).  

2. The original signer and the proxy signer cannot 
repudiate the nominative proxy signature after the 
signature is generated.  

3. Only the nominee can directly verify the 
nominative proxy signature.  

4. If necessary, only the nominee can prove to the 
third party that the nominative proxy signature is 
valid. 

 
 NPS is suitable for mobile communications in which the 
receiver is chosen by the mobile user (the original signer), 
not by the agent entity (the proxy signer). Since a mobile 
user can designate a proxy agent as the proxy signer, the 
mobile users computational cost for signing can be 
decreased by the proxy agent, hence, the NPS schemes are 
useful methods in mobile communication  environment.  
 

III. REVIEW ON SOE-LEE’S NPS  
In this section, we will recall Soe-Lee’s NPS [3]. This 
scheme involves three entities the sender A, Proxy 
signer B, and the  receiver C. The system parameters are: 

� p, q: two prime large numbers, q/(p − 1). 
� g: an element of *

pZ
  
its order is q.  

� CBA xxx  , , : Original signer A’s private key, the 
proxy signer B's secret key, and the receiver C’s 
secret key respectively.  

� : ), (mod ), (mod CBA x
C

x
B

x
A gYpgYpgY ===           

A's, B's, and C's are public keys respectively. 
� H(.):  one way hash function.  
� || :  which denote the concatenation of string.  
� T: Time stamp of the message.  

 
The same parameters are used through this paper.  

A.   Description Of Soe-Lee's NPS Scheme 
1. Proxy Generation: A chooses a random 

{0}−∈ q R   Zk , then computes: 

) (mod.)(.
), (mod

qrk||r||TMHxS
pgr

waA

k

+=
=

 

2. Proxy delivery: A gives the pair ) , , ,( Aw srTM  
to the proxy B in a secure manner.  

3. Proxy verification and alternation: B checks 
 ) (mod )( pryg r||r||TMH

A
S wA = . If it is correct, B 

accepts A, otherwise rejects the signature. B 
generates the proxy signature by 

). (mod q)||r||T||yH(M x  SS cwBAp +=  pS  and 

py  are the  secret and public proxy signature key, 
respectively. 

4. NPS generation: B chooses qR  Z∈21 k  ,k  at random 
then computes:  

) mod(   
   

mod  

mod   

2

1

21

qeSkS
||R||Z),T||y H(M||Mw|| e

 p)(y Z

 p)( gR

p

c

k
C

kk

−=
=
=

= −

 

5. NPS delivery: B sends  S)yMZRrT(M cW ,,,,,,,  to C  
6. Verification of Proxy Signature delivery: 

The verifier C first checks if message M signed  
conforms to the warrant wM , then computes the 
proxy signature public key py  

.||||||||    

), (mod

z)RyT H(Me 

p)(r.y y y

cw

r
B

||r||T) (MH
Ap

w

=

=  

Then C verifies the NPS on a message M by 
checking ). mod p Z ( .R).y(g cxe

p
s =  

B.  Cryptanalysis Of Soe-Lee’s Scheme 
Although this scheme tries to solve the weakness of Park-
Lee’s scheme [1]. It still has the same weakness as Park-
Lee’s scheme (i.e., the scheme still does not provide non-
repudiation). 
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[The Attack Scenario in case of a malicious original 
signer] 

1. malicious signer A′  chooses a random 
q R   Zk ∈ then computes: 

 q). k.r(d  x S
T),r H(Md 
p.g yr 

a.A

w

k-
B

mod
||||

), (mod1

+=
=
=

 

2. A′  puts ,S  S Ap =  and then chooses q R   Zk ∈1 , 
and then computes: 

). (mod
||||||||

), (mod

), (mod 
1

1

q-e.SS  
Z),RyMH(Me  

pyZ

p gR

p

Cw

C
k

k

=
=

=

=

 

3. A′  sends  S), r, R, Z,, T, y(M,M cw  as a valid Proxy 
Signature on a message M to C. 

4. Verification: The verifier C computes 

). (mod

,||||||||
||||

p.r).(y y y

Z)RyM H(Me 
T),M H(Md 

r
B

d
Ap

Cw

w

=

=
=

 

The value of py  is correct since: 

r
B

d
A

k.r.dx

k..r.dx

SS
p

.r).(y y     

.g g     

 g     

 g  g y

a

a

Ap

=

=

=

==
+

 

And then, it verifies the nominative proxy signature 
by checking a congruence ). Z(mod( p  .R).yg cxe

p
s =  

Which is true since: 

 Z                  
 y                  

) (g                  

 ) .g .g (g .R).y(g

k
c 

x k

x-kke.S- e.Skxe
p

S

c

cppc

=
=

=

=

1

1

212

 

 
Example 1: 
Let q = 579533 is a prime number and p = 15067859 , and 

 1  q  26  p +×=  is a prime number, hence since 11 is a 
primitive element in ,Zp   so we can take 

13905710  15067859  mod 1126 ≡≡  g , g is a q root of 1 

modulo p, i.e. 1  mod g q ≡p . Suppose dishonest signer A′  
selects k = 50, then he can  computes 

14678721.    
 ) 15067859  (mod (13905710)  ) (mod g r 50k

≡
≡≡  p

 
96  r)||T||H(mLet w = , then 

257928       
579533)  (mod 14678721  50  96)  (333       

) (mod ||||

≡
×+×≡

+≡ q k.rr) T.H(M xS waA

 
Signing phase: B chooses 55,  k  90,  k 21 ==  and then 
computes 

257928  S S
11628803 

) 15067859  (mod 14321287 

p) (mody   Z

13819566, 
), 15067859  (mod (13905710) 

), 15067859  (mod (13905710) 

p) (mod g     R

Ap 

90

k
C

35

55-90

1
k-k

1

2

≡≡
≡
≡

≡

≡
≡

≡

≡

 
 
let  98. Z)||R||r|y||T||M||H(M  e |Cw ≡≡  
Then A ′  calculates    q) (mod .e) S-(k  S p2≡  

222563.  ) 579533  (mod 98  257928 - 55 ≡×≡  
The nominative Proxy Signature on a message M is 

) S r, e, T, ,M (M, w . A ′  sends ) S r, e, T, ,M (M, w  to C. 
 
Verification: The verifier C Computes: 

98
Z)||R||r||y||T||M||H(M  e

13905710 

p)  (mod g 

.r).(yy y 

Cw

257928

 S

r
B

d
Ap

A

≡
≡
≡

≡

≡

 

 

and checks if   1.  )(r.y  )(r.y 1).e-(pr
B

r.er
B ==  

 
Then C accepts the signature. 

IV. REVIEW OF Z-WANG SCHEME 
Jianhong Zhang, Jianhong Zou, and Yumin Wang 
introduced a cryptanalysis of Seo-Lee scheme, and proposed 
two modified signature schemes [13] to solve the weakness 
of Seo-Lee’s scheme. In this section, we recall one of them 
and break it. The system parameters as in Soe-Lee’s: 
 

A.  Description Of Z-wang Scheme 
1. Proxy Generation: A chooses a random 

{0}−∈ q R   Zk  then computes 

). (mod||||
), (mod

q k.rT) r.H(M x S
p gr 

waA

k

+=
=

 
2. Proxy delivery: A  sends ), T, r, s(M Aw  to the 

proxy B in a secure manner. 
3. Proxy Verification and alternation: 

B checks ). (mod pr y  g r||r||T)H(M
A

S wA =  If it is 
correct, B accepts A. B generates the proxy signature 
by ). (mod 2 q.r x  S S BAp +=  

4. NPS generation: B chooses qR Zkk ∈21,  at random 
and computes: 
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). (mod
||||||||

) (mod 

) (mod 

2

1

21

q- eS kS 
Z),RyM H(Me 

p yZ 

p gR 

p 

Cw

k
C

-kk

=
=
=

=

 
5. NPS delivery: B sends , S), yR, Z,M(M, T, r, cw  to C. 
6. Verification of Proxy Signature delivery: 

The verifier C first checks if message M signed 
conforms to the warrant wM , then computes the proxy 
signature public key py  

z).RyT H(Me 

p) (r.y y y

cw

rr
B

||r||T)H(M
Ap

w

||||||||

) (mod

=

=

 
Then C verifies the NPS on a message M by 
Checking ). (mod p Z .R).y (g cxe

p
s =  

 

B. Cryptanalysis Of Z-wang Scheme 
Although Z-Wnag scheme tries to solve the weakness as 
Seo-Lee’s scheme. It still has the same weakness as Park-
Lee’s scheme (i.e., the scheme still does not provide non-
repudiation). 
 
[The Attack Scenario in case of malicious original 
signer] 

1. A′ chooses qR Zkk ∈21 ,   and then computes 

Z).RyM H(Me 
p yZ 

p gR 

Cw

C

-kK

k

||||||||
), (mod

), (mod 
1

21

=
=

=

 
 

For the value of e, any of the following three cases may 
occur: 
Case 1: e is even, and 21gcd  ) (e, p - = , put 

2
1)(p-r = , then  )(r.y  )(r.y

.e 
2
1)-(p

r
B

r.er
B =  

1)(r.y 2
).1(

B ==
− epr  since 

2
e  is an integer 

number (Fermat’s Little Theorem since for any integer  
0}a  then )1 mod1 =− pa p  

 
Case 2: e is even or odd, and ,21gcd  a )(e, p - ≥=  put  

a
)(p-r 1

= ,  then   
 .e 

a
1)-(p

r
B

 r.er
B )(r.y )(r.y =  

1)(r.y a
e1).-(pr

B ==  since 
e
a is integer number. 

Case 3: e is odd, and ,11gcd =)(e, p - , put ), (p - r 1 =  

then 1.  )(r.y  )(r.y 1).e-(pr
B

r.er
B ==  

2. A′  computes 

pap

w

 - e.S k.d, S  x S
T),r H(Md 

2

||||
==

=

 
3.  A′  sends S)  Z,R, r, ,y T, ,M(M, cw  as a valid Proxy 

Signature on a message M to C. 

4. Verification: The verifier C computes 

 p).(.r).(y yyp 

Z),RyM H(Me 
T),r H(Md 

r
B

d
A

Cw

w

mod

||||||||
||||

=

=
=

 
And then, it verifies the nominative proxy signature by 
checking a congruence .(  Z .R).yg cxe

p
s =  

Which is true since: 

= Z.= y )(g        =           
).g..y(g        =           

).g) (r.y.y = (g.R).y(g

k
c

xk

x-kkd.e
A

.d-e.xk

x-kkr.er
B

d.e
A

-e.Skxe
p

S

c 

ca

cpc

11

212

212

1  

Example 2 : 
Suppose the vales of p, q, g are as example 1. 
Signing phase: A ′  chooses  55  k 100,  k 21 == ,  and then 
computes 

1275429 
15067859  mod 14321287 

p)  (mod y Z 

11467953
15067859  mod (13905710) 

15067859  mod (13905710) 

p)  (mod g R 

200

k
C

100

100-200

k-k

1

21

≡
≡

≡

≡
≡

≡

≡

 

let    13.  Z)||R||y||T||M||H(M e Cw ≡≡  
 
Then Case 2 is satisfied since 

2, 13  15067858) gcd(13,  1)- p gcd(e, }==  put  

 1159066, 

 15067859  mod  
13

1506785 p mod  1-pr   

≡

≡≡
r

 
then  

1  p  mod )3345178)  ((3345178

  p)  (mod.r)(y
1333451783345178

r.er
B

≡×

≡

 

441105.      

q  mod 10656) 13 -(100  .e) S - (k    S
579533) (mod 96  111     

q  mod T)||r||H(M  xS

p2

wAp

≡

×≡≡
×≡

×≡

 
The nominative Proxy Signature on a message M is 

 ) S r, e, T, ,M (M, w  to C. 
 
Verification: The verifier C Computes: 

12062275 p)  (mod          
3345178)  (3345178  14565411  

15067859).  (mod.r).(yy  y
3345178334517896

r
B

d
Ap

≡
××≡

≡

 
and checks if 

Z.1275429 p)  (mod11467953) 

1275429 (13905710  p)  (mod.R).y (g
333

13441105xe
p

S c

≡≡×

×≡

 
 
Then C accepts the signature. 
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V. PROPOSED NOMINATIVE PROXY SIGNATURE 
SCHEME 
In this section, we present the proposed nominative proxy 
signature scheme in details. The system parameters as in 
Soe-Lee’s. 

A.  Description Of the Proposed Nominative Proxy 
Signature scheme 

1. Proxy phase: 
(a) Commission generation: The original signer A 

generates a warrant ,m w which records the 
delegations, limits of authority, the identities of the 
original signer, the proxy signer, and the valid period 
of delegation. A chooses a random  Zq,K ∈  then 
computes 

(2)                            ). (mod ||||
(1)                                                              ).  (mod 

q k.rr) T.H(M x S
p gr 

waA

k

+=
=

 
(b) Proxy delivery: A sends  )s r, T, ,(M Aw  to the 

proxy B in a secure manner. 
(c) Proxy verification: After the proxy B receives the 

delegation key and warrant, it checks 
  (3)                                        ). (mod p.y r g ||T||r)H(M

a
rS wA =

 
If it is correct, B accepts A, and then computes the proxy 
signature key as follows: 

(4)                             mod||||  q). r)(T.r.H(M x  S S wBAp +=

 
2. Nominative proxy signing phase: To generate the 

proxy signature on a message M, B chooses 1k , and then 
computes the values of Z, and R as in Seo-Lee, the values 
of e and S as follows: 

.e) S (k
k

S 

Z),RryTM H(Me 
p yZ 

p gR 

P

cw

K
c

k

+
=

=
=

=

2

1

||||||||||||
), (mod 

), (mod 
1

2

 
 
After that B sends the nominative Proxy Signature on a 
message M in the form , S)r, T, r,  (M, M w ′  to C. 
3. Nominative proxy signature verification phase: The 

verifier C computes : 

(7)                                       ). (mod

(6)                                                  

(5)                          ), (mod

p).y (gK  

, T, r),  H(Me    

p)y(y r y

 S.x
p

r
w

||T||r)H(Mr
BA

r
p

c

w

′=

=

=

 
And then, it verifies the nominative proxy signature by 
checking a congruence  Z ) (mod =p)(R.y  S.xe

p
c  which is true 

since: 

 Z               
 g               

 g               

.gg)(R.y

c

cp

cS.xpc

.xk

.x).Se.S(k

e.SkS.xe
p

=
=

=

}{=
}+{

1

2

2

 
Then B sends the nominative proxy signature on a message 
M in the form  S)  Z,R, r, e, T, ,M(M, w   to C. 
 
4. Nominative proxy confirmation phase: The nominee C 

(receiver) can proof to a third party (verifier) V the 
validity of the signature. The nominee C can proves that 

,  ) (mod Zp)(R.y cS.xe
p =  and ) (mod C p y g cx =  in a 

zero knowledge protocol manner, using Schanorr’s Zero-
knowledge confirmation protocol [6], we can construct a 
nominative signature as follows. 
 

1. The third party (verifier A) chooses randomly 
, q], [a, b R 1∈  and computes 

) (mod p.g.R) (ych bae
A= .  

Give ch  to the nominee C. 
2. The nominee B chooses randomly , q], [a, b R 1∈  

and computes: 

) (mod 

) (mod

12

1

p h h

p  ch.gh
cx

t
 

=

=

 
Give h1 and h2  to the third party. 

3. The third party sends a and b to the nominee. 
4. The nominee C verifies that 

) (mod .g.R)(y ch bae
A p=  

If correct C gives t to the third party. 
5. The third party verifies that 

) (mod 

) (mod 

2

1

p.y Z h

p.g.R) (y h
tb

C
a

tbae
A

+

+

=

=

 
Example 3: 
Suppose the vales of p, q, g are as example 1. Suppose Alice 
select k = 50, then She can compute 

 14678721.       
 15067859)  (mod (13905710)  p)  (mod g r       50k

≡
≡≡

 
Let     96, = r)||T||H(m w  then 

 257928.       
579533)  (mod 14678721  50 + 96) × (333        

q)  (modk.r  + r)||T||.H(M x  S waA

≡
×≡

≡

 
Alice sends  257928) 14678721, T, ,(M  sA) r, T, ,(M ww =  to 
the proxy B in a secure manner. The proxy ensures that: 

p). (mod.yr  g r)||T||H(M
a

r S wA ≡  
 
After that, he begins to generate the signature key: 

399936.        
579533) (mod 96)  14678721 (121  (257928)       

q)  (mod r)||T||.r.H(M x  S  S wBAp

≡
××+≡

+≡

 
Signing phase: B chooses   53,  k  51,  k 21 ==  and then 
computes 
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6145841     
 15067859)  (mod 14321287   p)  (mody Z

6442716     
15067859)  (mod(13905710) p)  (mod g  R

51k
C

 53k

1

2

≡
≡≡

≡
≡≡

 
 
Let  98. Z)||R||r||y||T||M||H(M  e Cw ≡≡  
Then B calculates  

47004.   
579533)  (mod 98)  399936  (53  51    

q)  (mod
.e)S  (k

k
S

1-

p2

1

≡
×+×≡

+
≡

 
 
The nominative Proxy Signature on a message M is 

 ) S r, e, T, ,M (M, w  to C. 
 
The verification: The verifier C Computes: 

Z)||R||r||y||T||M||H(M  e    
14603766 15067859)  (mod

)3345178 (14565411  14678721       

p)  (mod )y(yr y

Cw

961467872114678721

r)||T||H(Mr
BA

r
p

w

≡
≡

××≡

≡

 
and checks if 

 Z.6145841 15067859)  (mod

14603766)(6442716  p) (mod )(R.y 333478004S.xe
p

c

≡≡

×≡ ×

 
Then C accepts the signature. 
 

B.  Analysis of the Proposed Scheme 
Anyone can verify the validity of the proxy signature. 
Obviously, he can distinguish easily the proxy's signature 
from normal signature. Through the valid proxy signature, 
the verifier can confirm that the signature of the message has 
been entitled by the original. This occurs because during the 
verification, the verifier must use the originals public key. 
Also the proxy cannot repudiate the signature. The scheme 
offers non-repudiation property. 
 
Theorem 1: The proxy cannot allege his own signature. 
 If the proxy tries to forge a proxy signature, he must 
obtain the secret key ax  of the original from equation 2 or 
choose s and r satisfying equation 3.  In equation 2, since k 
is selected randomly, If he first chooses AS   and then tries 
to find r, he is trying to solve equation 3 for the unknown  r. 
This problem has no feasible solution. From equation 4, we 
know that only the proxy signer holds his secret proxy 
signature key Bx . Anyone else (even the original) cannot 
obtain the key and impersonate the proxy. 
 
Theorem 2: no one else (even the original) can impersonate 
the proxy and forge his proxy signature. 
 If anyone tries to allege the proxy signature on behalf of A 
by selecting a random 1k , and then computes ,r ′  and 
selecting ,pS he needs to compute S, but he can’t, because 

he does not have the secret key Bx .  

Theorem 3: The verifier can’t forge the signature 
 If he tries to do that, he needs first to compute  

M)  k H(y r k
c ||1

1=′  by selecting any random 1k , but he 
lies in the discrete logarithm problem which satisfy equation 
7. 

VI.  CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we first analyze Soe-Lee, and Z-Wang  
nominative proxy signature Schemes mobile communication,  
and  show that these schemes do not satisfy the non-
repudiation. Then we proposed a new NPS scheme that 
solves the weakness of their schemes. Unlike their schemes 
the proposed scheme provides a non-repudiation property 
and moreover, the proposed scheme becomes more secure 
than the Nominative Proxy Signature schemes of Soe-Lee, 
and Z-Wang. 
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